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Using specially designed modular milling equipment developed exclusively by Wood-Mizer for timber operations in
frontier markets, 350K cu m/year of raw timber will be converted into wood products that create carbon credits. Plans
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In keeping with our vision and approach, we have created a sawmill design in collaboration with
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Wood-Mizer takes great pride in helping people achieve their dreams. This begins with sharing knowledgeable and
trusted advice on which equipment will most successfully satisfy their needs, followed by providing the best service
and support in the industry.
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In keeping with Wood-Mizer's vision and approach, the engineering team has created a sawmill design in collaboration
with Indigi for the launch of the business. The mill design, an overview of the equipment, and videos detailing how
such mills operate are included with this cover letter. Wood-Mizer is also committing to assist the project with expert
advice because of the tremendous potential of this project to transform the lives of the indigenous people and to
reverse deforestation in the Caraga region. Wood-Mizer encourages others to join in this important work.

